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ABSTRACT

JET plasmas with reverse magnetic field feature a different SOL flow than those with normal field.

The observed carbon fuelling efficiency from injecting methane gas was similar in reverse and

normal field. EDGE2D modeling used an externally applied force to create the SOL flows, without

specifying the origin of the force. The resulting flow agreed reasonably with the experimental

values between the separatrix and 4 cm mid-plane depth in the SOL. The effect of the flow on the

calculated carbon screening was 5 to 15% higher carbon fuelling efficiency for the low flow velocity

with reverse field.

1. INTRODUCTION

Methane screening experiments [1] have been used to benchmark the effectiveness of the SOL and

divertor at preventing impurities from contaminating the plasma core. The carbon fuelling efficiency

is measured when a known amount of carbon is injected. That information is used to infer the

contamination by intrinsic carbon sources, and to constrain code calculations about the fuelling

efficiency. These same codes can be used to infer the carbon contamination in other machines [2]

and other plasma conditions.

One unresolved aspect is the impact of SOL flows on the carbon fuelling efficiency. Large SOL flows

have been observed in JET [3] and other devices [4, 5]. The magnitude of the observed flows is presently

not understood [3, 6, and 7]. Consequently, the flows cannot be introduced into the models on a first-

principles basis. The effect of the experimental flows on the SOL and the carbon fuelling is therefore

unknown. Recent JET reverse magnetic field experiments [8] allowed methane screening experiments

with reverse fields. This paper documents and models the SOL flow influence on the screening.

The experimental screening was unchanged when the fields were reversed while the SOL flows

at the machine top reduced from a Mach number of 0.5 to near stagnation. The screening was

modeled using EDGE2D/NIMBUS [9] where the flow was created by external forces acting upon

the deuterium in the SOL. The required force was different for the forward and reverse field cases.

The external force could also be applied to the carbon. The effect of the larger flow was to reduce

the calculated carbon fuelling efficiency by about 5 to 15% indicating only a weak screening

dependence on the SOL Mach number.

2. EXPERIMENT

A reciprocating Mach probe [3] measured the SOL flow at the vessel top. Both field directions have

Mach numbers of about 0.2 at the separatrix, but differ at distances greater than 0.5cm into the SOL

[8] (Fig.1). Normal field plasmas have peak Mach numbers of 0.5. Reverse field plasmas have a

near stagnation point. This paper documents the carbon screening when the flow was changed by

reversing the field.

The reverse field screening experiments reproduced normal field JET L Mode discharges [1].

However, the Gas Box Divertor (MkII GB) was used for the normal field experiments, and the
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Septum Replacement Divertor (MkII GB SRP) was used for the reverse field experiments. Since

the Gas Box carbon screening was insensitive to the divertor configuration [1], the different divertor

configuration is assumed to not influence the results.

Deuterated methane was puffed at the horizontal mid-plane for about 3sec. A separate deuterium

injection phase followed which produced a reference plasma condition of the same density but

without the methane (Fig.2). The carbon content difference between 18sec and 22sec indicated the

core carbon content due to the injected methane. The shot pair 49706 and 59598 had the same core

density (Fig.2, 3 and Table I). The methane injection rate was about 30% higher in the normal field

case. This difference occurred since the reverse field had increased wall fuelling causing higher

density than the normal field plasmas with the same methane injection rate. To compare plasmas at

the same core density, the reverse field plasma had lower methane injection rate than normal field

plasma. The density and visible Bremsstrahung emission were similar both during the methane

injection and the deuterium injection reference phase (Fig.3).

The raw data in Fig.3 indicates that the Zeff and the charge exchange measured core carbon

content increase were both larger in the normal field case in proportion to the difference in the

methane injected rate. Thus the carbon fuelling efficiency was similar for normal and reverse field.

The carbon fuelling efficiency [1] is defined as FE = ∆NC / (ΓCτp*).

3. RESULTS

The L-Mode screening for methane injected at the horizontal mid-plane was similar in reverse and

normal field. The carbon screening was insensitive to the SOL flow change in Fig.1. The density

and applied power were varied for the reverse field plasmas. For methane injected at the horizontal

mid-plane, the reverse field screening also fit the normal field regression [1] (Fig.4). The Zeff

differencing uncertainties [1] were similar for both field directions and dominate the error bars in

Fig.4. Normal field plasmas (equation (5) of [1]) had decreased carbon fuelling efficiency at higher

density and lower energy confinement. The reverse field data showed the same trends as the normal

field data, with less variation on the achieved density, due to the higher wall source, and more

variation in the applied power, due to the lack of an H-Mode.

The poloidal variation of the carbon fuelling efficiency was obtained by puffing the methane

from other gas injection valves (Fig.5). The poloidal variation of the carbon fuelling efficiency was

similar but not identical to the distribution observed with normal field. Compared to normal field

operation, the divertor was better screened and the top of the device worse screened.

4. MODELLING

Two plasmas with similar density and energy confinement were chosen for experimental comparison

(Table I) and EDGE2D modeling. EDGE2D/NIMBUS models the JET SOL using fluid equations

with a Monte Carlo treatment of the deuterium and carbon neutrals [9]. The only carbon introduced

into these simulations was 0.36eV injected carbon neutrals [1] intended to simulate the carbon

from the methane. The known forces in the fluid modeling cannot account for the observed flows
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[3]. Therefore, an external force was applied to create the SOL flows. The force was applied parallel

to the field lines, from below the horizontal mid-plane to the vessel top, and from the separatrix to

a 2cm mid-plane SOL depth (Fig.1). A peak force acting on the deuteron ions of + 9 nt/m3 for

normal field, and - 3 nt/m3 for the reverse field was required to account for the SOL flow. The

externally applied force is about twice as large as the sum of the parallel thermal force, the frictional

force between the deuterium and the carbon, and the E x B and diamagnetic forces that make up the

Pfirsch-Schluter current. All these forces are included in the EDGE2D calculation.

The resulting flow agreed reasonably with the experimental values between the separatrix and

4 cm mid-plane depth in the SOL at the location where it was measured near the vessel top (Fig.1).

The flow in the entire SOL is complicated, and measurement in just one location is not adequate to

constrain the calculations. In this paper, a minimum poloidal extent was used to achieve agreement

with the mach probe measurements. The effects of a more extended poloidal force have not yet

been studied.

In some models, the force was only applied to the deuterium. On these runs, the carbon experiences

the applied force through the frictional coupling to the deuterons. On other runs, an external force

was applied to the carbon as well. That force was distributed over the charge states according to

their relative density. A force on each carbon equal to the force on each deuteron, caused a further

10% reduction in the normal field carbon fuelling efficiency, but did not change the reversed field

fuelling efficiency (Table I). The forces quoted in Table I are the total force integrated over the

species density.

The carbon fuelling efficiency was 5 to 15% higher in the reverse field simulation (Table I)

which is less than the experimental resolution (error bars in Fig.4). Consequently, the modeling

indicates little change in the predicted carbon fuelling efficiency in spite of the considerable change

in the SOL flow pattern (Fig.1). Plausibly, the carbon exhaust from the main chamber SOL is

controlled by the carbon flow velocity into the divertor. That flow is calculated to be dominated by

the thermal force (Fig.6) which was relatively unchanged by the application of the external force.

Thus the lack of a change in the carbon fuelling efficiency might indicate that the flow drive

mechanism does not act near the divertor throat.

The location of the carbon injection was varied in separate code runs. The carbon fuelling

efficiency changed in a manner similar but not identical to the experimental data (Fig.5). The

reverse field simulations had systematically higher carbon fuelling efficiency at both the divertor

and the machine top.

The higher flow velocity (normal field) was calculated to modify the SOL density profile, causing

a steeper density gradient (Table I). The normal field deuterium gas injection rate was required to

be 30% higher to achieve the same separatrix density. The SOL density profile changed is quantified

in table I by the density 2cm from the mid-plane separatrix. That density was 30% lower with the

higher SOL flow. The code runs were matched to the separatrix density. The SOL density profile influences

the location of carbon ionization, and with the higher flow having a thinner SOL, the carbon is ionized

closer to the separatrix, so that the flow effect on screening might be larger than presently depicted.
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DISCUSSION

The JET reverse field experiments indicated that carbon screening was not changed by the JET

SOL flow changes. The experimental results differ from previous DIII-D H-Mode experiments [10]. We

attribute that difference to the difference in plasma regimes since the JET results are in L-Mode.

The JET results were modeled by EDGE2D indicating that little change in the screening might

occur since the escape of the carbon from the main chamber SOL into the divertor is controlled by

the thermal force acting at the divertor entrance. A force acting upon the carbon equal to the deuterium

force only modestly changed the screening. These code results differ from previous DIVIMP modeling

[1] which predicted a larger change in the screening. Probably, DIVIMP used too simple a flow model

since a poloidally and radially constant carbon flow velocity was applied to the entire SOL region.
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Table I: Experimental and EDGE2D simulation results compared for the normal field
and reverse field cases. The volume averaged density was used to match the experimental
shots, while the separatrix density was used to match the models. For JET L-Mode plasmas
the separatrix density is often about 1/3 of the volume averaged density.

parameter 49706 59598 EDGE2D EDGE2D EDGE2D EDGE2D 

field normal normal normalreverse reverse reverse

M at (2 cm)

nsep (1019/m3)
n2CM (1019/m3)

ΓC (1021/s)

τE (s)

FE (%)

D+ force
(nt/m3)

C force
(nt/m3)

<ne>
(1019/m3)

.57 .02 0.52 -.02 .53 -.02 

---- ---- 9 -3 9 -3

---- ---- 0 0 1.0 -.9

2.4 2.5 ---- ---- ---- ----

---- ---- .8 .86 .85 .85

---- ---- .25 .4 .28 .4

2.2 1.38 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5

.5 .5 .67 .67 .67 .67

5.6 4.6 5.25 5.53 4.76 5.33

JG
04

.3
05
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Figure 1. The Mach number simulated by EDGE2D (lines)
and average values measured by the JET reciprocating
probe [8]. The dashed lines are the external deuterium
forces with no force acting on the carbon (Table I).

Figure 2. Time evolution of the applied power, the electron
injection rates of CD4 and D2, and the power radiated
from the core and the total including the X-point region
for the cases in Table I and Figure 1.

Figure 3. Time evolution of the volume averaged electron
density, the lineaveraged electron density, visible
Bremsstrahlung intensity, VB deduced Zeff, and the charge
exchange deduced total carbon content in the core. The
two plasmas are the normal and reverse field plasmas of
Figures 1 and 2 and Table I.
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Figure 4. The carbon fuelling efficiency for the reverse
field L-Mode plasmas plotted against the normal field
empirical scaling [1]. The uncertainty arises primarily
from the differencing of the Zeff values (Fig. 3).
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Figure 5. The carbon fuelling efficiency normalized to the mid-
plane normal field scaling [1] plotted against the poloidal angle of
methane injection. The line connects the normal field experimental
results.

Figure 6. The EDGE2D average carbon velocity was little changed
at the inner and outer divertor entrances for cases with only an
external deuterium force.
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